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Big Book of Windows HacksO'Reilly, 2007
Bigger, better, and broader in scope, the Big Book of Windows Hacks gives you everything you need to get the most out of your Windows Vista or XP system, including its related applications and the hardware it runs on or connects to. Whether you want to tweak Vista's Aero interface, build customized sidebar gadgets and run them from a USB...
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Hacking the Xbox: An Introduction to Reverse EngineeringNo Starch Press, 2003
This--this being the attitude encapsulated in Andrew "bunnie" Huang's Hacking the Xbox--is why a lot of people got into the computer industry in the first place. These people liked taking things apart and figuring out how they worked, then making them serve purposes they weren't originally designed for and sharing the new discoveries with...
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The PHP Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & HacksSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2007
The PHP Anthology: 101 Essential Tips, Tricks & Hacks, 2nd Edition is a collection of powerful PHP 5 solutions to the most common programming problems.
  Featuring best-practice code and a commonsense approach to development, this book includes coverage of:
  

	Manage errors gracefully.  
	Build functional...
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HTML & CSS: The Good Parts (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2010

	
		HTML and CSS are the workhorses of web design, and using them together to build consistent, reliable web pages requires both skill and knowledge. The task is more difficult if you're relying on outdated, confusing, and unnecessary HTML hacks and workarounds. Author Ben Henick shows you how to avoid those traps by going beyond the...
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Google Apps HacksMake Books, 2008
0.15 seconds. That's the time it just took Google to return 100 search results from the Web for a random word.
Google searches through billions of documents, and it has masses of people using it every second.

13 minutes, 48 seconds. That's the time it just took Microsoft Windows to return 100 search results on this PC for the same...
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Deep Learning Quick Reference: Useful hacks for training and optimizing deep neural networks with TensorFlow and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Dive deeper into neural networks and get your models trained, optimized with this quick reference guide

	
		Key Features

		
			A quick reference to all important deep learning concepts and their implementations
	
			Essential tips, tricks, and hacks to train a variety of deep learning...
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Google Analytics, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	With 2 billion sites on the Web, who's looking at yours?


	Google Analytics can tell you. With great new features including advanced customization and segmentation capabilities, Analytics supplies information about your site visitors that helps you ramp up the value of your site. And like its two previous editions, this guide...
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IBM Cognos 8 Report Studio CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Cognos Report Studio is widely used for creating and managing business reports in medium to large companies. It is simple enough for any business analyst, power user, or developer to pick up and start developing basic reports. However, when it comes to developing more sophisticated, fully functional business reports for wider audiences,...
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TiVo HacksO'Reilly, 2003
Forget all you think you know about watching television. Throw  out the concepts of channels and lineups. VCR+ codes, your daily paper's TV  listings, even the ubiquitous TV Guide need not apply. Primetime is a  ghost of television's past.

Secede from the tyranny of the TV grid. Gone are the...
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Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	For beginners or intermediate users this is a highly practical cookbook for Microsoft Dynamics GP. Now you can really get to grips with enterprise resource planning by engaging with real-world solutions through recipes and screenshots.


	Overview

	
		Understand the various tips and tricks to master Dynamics GP,...
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Word Hacks : Tips & Tools for Taming Your TextO'Reilly, 2004
Few software applications are as ubiquitous as Microsoft Word, which  has been around for more than 20 years—practically an eternity  in computer time. Even as competitors, such as OpenOffice.org, emerge  from the open source community, their success relies heavily on how  much they look and act like Word. When most people...
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Windows 7 100 Most Asked Questions - Tips, Tricks, Hints and Practical GuideEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009

	Is Windows 7 the answer to all the questions that Windows Vista poses? Windows 7 is fast, stable and far more reliable than you'd expect.


	Windows 7 is full of great new features and enhancements and was built around users feedback, so you'll see a lot of things you've asked for.


	Microsoft has made its...
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